Across
1. what the Hubermanns showed Leisel
5. what she feels from the Hubermanns
6. something Leisel showed
7. what Hans Jr. calls his Dad
10. what Leisel hides under her mattress
12. explosive device
17. what Leisel was when she stole her first book
18. what Hans feels about Erik's death
19. the circumstances in Germany at that time

Down
2. what happens after a bombing
3. this is what Hans Jr. was
4. these took place in and around the city
8. how Leisel feels toward her mother
9. what Hans Hubermanns was not
11. what Rudy wanted from Liesel
13. narrator of the novel
14. how old Liesel Meminger is when she steals her first book
15. the setting of the story
16. what Leisel and Max become
20. what Leisel did

20 of 20 words were placed into the puzzle.
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